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Transient Simulation of Electrical Machines using Field-Circuit Coupled
Method
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In this paper, the transient simulations of electrical machines using a magnetic field-circuit coupled
approach with diverse drive circuit topologies and two-dimensional finite-clement analysis arc described.
t\ convenient approach to calculate the eddy loss of rotorbar inelectrlcal machines isulso presented, To
illustrate the proposed methodology, thispaper deals with three types ofelectrical machine including an
interior-type permanent-magnet brushlcss DC motor,a single-phaseinduction motor and <Ill asynchronous
generator. The loss computations of these machinesare carried out,
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1. Intrnductlon

Overthe past several years, field-circuit coupled
method in conjunction with the time domain tillite
clement method (rEM) has been developed. This
method may provide accurate performances of
electrical machines. such as field distribution,
transient currents including of eddy currents, speed
and torque. as will as losses.

The approaches were initially introduced to deal
with voltage driving problems [I]. The circuit
equations of the armature windings were coupled
with the finite clement equations so that the phase
currents could be directly computed. Further
development allowed arbitrary connected circuits to
be coupled with magnetic fields. For establishing the
circuit equations some authors preferred using the
nodal method [2] and others preferred the loop
method [3]. Many literatures arc available tor the
handling of stranded windings (2) and :;0lid
conductors [4].

In this paper, a code using direct-coupled field
circuit method is presented to simulate the dynamics
of electrical machines with diverse drive circuit
topologies. The solid conductors and stranded
windings coupled with different external circuits arc
included in this program. The loop method is applied
10 describe the external drive circuit. A convenient
approach to calculate the loss of rotor bar in
electrical machines is.also presented.

The approach has been applied to the simulation
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of three types of electrical machine including an
interior-type permanent-magnet (I PM) brushless DC
(BLDC) motor, a single-phase induction motor and
all asynchronous generator, The performance
calculations ofthe three examples arc proven by the
comparison between computed and experimental
results.

2. Fundamental Equattons

2.1 Electromagnetic FieldEquations

The Maxwell's equations are applied to the air
gap, iron core and permanent magnet (PM) regions
by the following diffusion equation [4):
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where A is z-axis component of magnetic vector
potential, v is the reluctivity Ofmaterial, and a is the
conductivity. M~ and N~\.which only exist in PM, are
the x~ and j-axis components of the magnetization
vector, respectively.

It is assumed that the circuit branch equations of
the stranded windings and the solid conductors only
include the parts which are in the magnetic field
region. This means that the resistances and
inductances of the ending parts of the windings and
conductors are all included in the external circuits.
The field equation in the stranded windings can be
written as:
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where tr is the Winding current, Sf is the total cross
sectional area of the region occupied by this winding
in .the Held solution domain, p is the symmetry
multiplier which is defined as the ratio of tile
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